LOOKING FOR A
GREAT CAREER?

IGNITE YOUR IMAGINATION. CREATE EXPERIENCES. GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES.
Question. What sounds better?
Spending 40 hours a week at a desk laboring over hundreds of excel spreadsheets while passersby don’t even notice that an
intern has been hired and is eagerly awaiting the chance to get involved.
OR,
Spending 40 hours a week in a variety of departments within a facility learning the robust technical capabilities to improve upon
current challenges while Management gives you the latitude to express your fresh ideas and a team of professionals engage with
you as a fellow peer.

We thought so. WELCOME TO TTM.
“It's awesome to hear that the intern program is growing at TTM. My experience there ABSOLUTELY prepared me for my current
profession. For one, when I described my on-the-job manufacturing and process engineering experience to the interviewers, it
gave me a huge leg up on the competition. I believe it was the single most influential part of my resume, even more so than my
GPA or my extracurricular activities. More specifically, I had the chance to identify issues, investigate root cause, implement corrective actions, and measure the results. Those are skills that I use every day at my job.
~ Jeff Lewis intern at the Logan, UT facility
“My internship with TTM enabled me to be all over the factory and actively involved in all areas of the operation. The nature of
my internship gave me an edge during the interview process, even over some of my fellow students who also had internships.
~ Tayah Turocy intern at the North Jackson, OH facility
TTM is a trusted partner to some of the world’s most renowned technology brands. From aerospace to computing, mobile devices to automobiles, the world relies on TTM’s products to make innovation work, and we’re looking for exceptional candidates to
join our growing team.

Contact us today. Let’s plan your future. TTM.COM
TTM is an equal opportunity employer.

